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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 10 
An incremental motion diive system wheiein the driven 
member is subjected to two separate driving motions. The 
filst driving motion is a continuous motion in a predeter- 
mined direction. The second driving motion is super- 15 
imposed upon ths first by means of an electromechanical 
transducer so that the motion of the driven member may 
be reversed, stopped or otherwise altered in accordance 
with a cont~ol  signal transmitted to the transducer. The 
ilicremental motion drive system hzs particularly excellent 20 
utility when incolporated into a combination of inter- 
ferometer system components for providing an improved 
interferometer. 
25 
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION 
The invention described herein was made in the 
performance of work under a NASA contract and is 
subject to the provisions of Section 305 of the National 
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law 85-568 30 
(72 Stat. 434; 42 USC 4257). 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
The incremental motion drive system of the instant 
invention finds particular utility in the field of inter- 35 
ferometer art. Although the drive system is not limited 
to use in the interfereometer art it finds particularly excel- 
lent utility in the field of techonolgy. In order to facilitate 
a complete and clear description and understanding of the 
invention the incremental motion drive systsm is descri'oed 40 
herein as it is incorporated into a con~bination of inter- 
ferometer system components for providing ail improved 
interferonieter. 
An interferometer well known to those familiar with 4j 
the state of the interferometer art is the Michelson stellar 
interferometer. The Michelson stellar interferometer in- 
cludes two mirrors, one a fixed positioned mirror and the 
orher a movable mirror. The movable mirror in the 
Michelson interferomeier is moved toward the fixed 60 
niirror in a predetermined manner so as to produce varia- 
tions in the distance separating the fixed mirror from the 
movable mirror. Light energy emanating from a stellar 
body is directed by the two mirrors into a telescope and 
diffraction patterns are superimposed in the focal plane. 55  
D ~ r i n g  the operation of the interferometer, readings are 
taken when the movable mirror is positioned at varying 
distances from the fixed rcirror. The positions of the 
movabie mirror 1.e1:itive to tile fixed iilii~or, at tvhicii read- 
ings are taken, correspond to varioris v~aveIeagths 
ti>ro~:ghout a selected spectra! range. 
Zevernl different tccl~niy,!es previously I-ixve been rrsed 
for adjiisti;;:: the ri~ovabie mirror iil the MicheIson stetiar 
interferoinete:- fol- obtiiining var-ions iiicrernent;d positions 
within a selectzd spectral range so that useful readings (is 
may be taken and desirzd data thereby obtained. 
One well known prior art technique incl~~des the move- 
ment of the movable mirror in a continuous manner and 
at a constant rate toward the fixed mirror while discrete 
readicgs are taken at predetermined ecjui-spaced points in 7 0  
a selected spectrum without stopping the mirror during the 
time each incasurernent reading is being taken. Another 
known prior a1.t technique has been the use of a servo 
sysiem to control the movable mirror so that the nlirror 
thereby may be moved incrementally from one reading 
position to another and the mirror stopped at each posi- 
tion so as to facilitate the obtaining of desired readings. 
In both of the prior art techniques, the movable mirror 
is usualiy mounted on a cariage which is driven, for ex- 
ample, by a lead screw. In the case where the movable 
mirror is moved continuousiy, the lead screw is driven 
contiiluously. In the case where the movable mirror is 
moved incrementally by means of a servo drive, the lead 
screw is driven intermittently under the control of the 
servo system. 
Both the continuous-motion and servo-controlled prior 
art drive systems are subject to certain limitations. For 
example, in the continous-motion system the various 
measurement readings must be made in extremely small 
intervals of time. This is done of necessity because the 
movable inirror continues to move during the measure- 
ment interval, and errors will result if inirror movement 
durir:g the measurement interval is not small as compared 
with overall mirror movement for ths conlplete operation 
cycle of the instrun~ent. Since the various measurement 
readings must be made in extremely small intervals of 
time in a continuous-motion system the signal to be 
measured is often lost in background noise, 
A limitation of the continuous-motion system is 
obviated in the servo-controlled type system since the 
movable inirror is stopped at each point at which a 
ri~easurm~ent reading is to be taken. Also, by detecting the 
signal by an integrating technique over a relativeiy large 
measurenlent interval at each reading point, noise com- 
ponents tends to cancel while signal components tends to 
accumulate so that adequate signal-noise ratios may be 
achieved. However, damping means are required in the 
servo type system in order to reduce to a minimum the 
problems relating to the over-travel or over-shooting of 
the carriage as it moves between reading positions. In 
addition to the over-shooting problems, other problems 
caused by hysteresis, inertia, friction and mechanical 
irregularities are also present in the servo type of drive 
system and in the interest of obtaining accurate and 
usable data these problems must be overcome in the best 
manner and by the best means possible. The damping 
requirement of the servo system is such that there must 
be an appreciable time interval between measurement 
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readings in order to permit the damping within the servo 
syst.crn to be effective. Thus the number of measurement 
readings which may be taken is thereby reduced and, of 
neccs;iiy, the eifectiveness of the interfel-omeier insti-u- 
meni is thereby affected. 
The improved drive system of the prcsent invention pro- 
vides that the movable member, such as the nlovable mir- 
ror in the Michelsoii interferometer, may be moved in a 
continuous manner so that the simpliciiy of the continu- 
ous c notion prior art drive systems may be preserved. The 
~nov:iblc mirror, sirnil:ir to the prior art str~~ctural arrangk- 
ments, may be rnoitnred 017 a cari-iage which is moved 
contiiiitousiy by ilieans of a iead screw, for esan~ple. The 
direerioin of travel may be set ioi:vard t i le  5::-d mirii;r 
meri~bcu within the irlterferometer. 111 the practice of the 
present invention as applied to the ii~terferotneier art, the 
movable niirror is cairied by an electro-mechunical trans- 
ducer a7liich, in turn, is mounted on the carriage. The 
application of an external electrical signal :o the irans- 
dacer cairses the movable mirror to n-~ove in a direction 
opposite to the direction of contiauous n:oveInent of ihe 
carriage, and at a snnle velocity rate, so as, for exampl~, 
eiiiectiveiy to stop the ~novable mirror. Alternatively the 
bb 9 
l..i ~t~ri,~dircei- rxay cause i!ie i7:orvable i:rirrnr to p rocc~I  in 
the directio!~ of n:otion of the car]-iage, anc! a t  a n  il;. 
creased speed, reversed or otherivisc altered depending 
on the external electrical signal applied to the t r ~ n s d ~ ~ c e r .  
In this manner, a desired incremental rnoveaent of the 5 
movable mirror, such as in the servo type of prior art 
drive system, can be achieved in a simple and expeditious 
manner. The electro-mechanical transducer, for example, 
may be electrostatic, magnetostrictive, or 
the like. 1 0) 
The improved drive system of the instant invention is 
capable of achieving the fundamental characteristics of 
the servo type prior art drive system without having the 
inherent complexities and limitations of the servo type 
drive system such as enumerated supra. Additionally the 15 
drive system of the instant invention is capable of achiev- 
ing the fundamental functional characteristics of the servo 
type prior art drive systems with a simplicity comparable 
to the prior art continuous motion drive systems. 
With a complexity only slightly greater than the prior 20 
art continuous motion type of drive system, the improved 
incremental drive systein of the present invention is capa- 
ble of achieving improved performance over that attain- 
able with the servo type of prior art systems, since there 
is no problem of over-shooting in the drive system of the 25 
instant invention, and no requirement for the provision of 
suitable damping means. 
Although the improved incremental drive system of 
the present invention finds particular utility in the inter- 
ferometer art, the drive system is applicable to any in- 3a 
strumentation requiring highly precise and accurate posi- 
tional co~ltrol, particularly where resolutional precision in 
the micron range is required. 
The improved incremental drive system of the present 
invention may drive the movable member linearly, for 
example, as will be described, or angularly if so desired. 
The incremental drive system of the invention finds par- 
ticular utility in measuring instrun~ents such as inter- 
ferometers, as described, and in refractometers, diffrac- 40 
tometers, scanning types of instruments, and the like. 
Accordingly, an object of the invention is to provide an 
incremental motion drive system wherein the driven 
member is subjected to two separate driving motions, a 
first continuous driving motion in a predetermined direc- 
tion and a second driving motion superimposed upon the 45 
first by means of an electromechanical transducer, for 
example, so that the driven member may be stopped, 
reversed or otherwise have its speed and direction of 
travel altered by means of an external electrical signal 
applied to the transducer, for example. 50 
Another object of the invention is to provide for iin- 
proved interferometer instrumentation, and functional 
performa~lce resulting therefrom, by incorporating the iii- 
cremental motion drive system into a combination of 
interferometer systein conlponent parts so as to provide an 55 
improved interferometer. 
That these and other objects and advantages of the 
invention are obtained will be apparent from reference 
to the description of the prefeired embodiments of the 
invention set f o ~ t h  erein below and to the accompanying GO 
drawings which form a part of this specification whe~ein: 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIGURE I is a. sche~n;ttic diagram of tlte prior 2 r i  li5 
Michelson type interfcrorneter in which the improved ii:- 
cremental drive system of the present i~lvention may be 
incorporated; 
FIGURE 2 is a schematic representation of the prior 
art type of continuous motion drive sysiem used, for 
example, in the interferor~leter shown in FIGURE 1; 
FIGURE 3 is a schematic representation of the prior 
art servo type intermittent drive system which, likewise, 
may be utilized in the interferometer shown in FIGURE I 75 
t .0') 
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i:; ploce of ihc c~zi:inut;iis n:~:io;i :Il.i.i.cn sysrenr sho~~!ii 
in FTGTJRE 2; 
FIGURE 4 is ;I scl:ein:\iic rcprcsci~tniion of an irnprovcd 
incremental motion drive system incory.oraiing the con- 
cepts of the pr~sent iilventioi-I, and which li!tewis: may bc 
utilized in the interferometor shown in FIGURE 1; 
FIGURES 4A-4C are cnrves useful in explai~ling the 
operation of the system shown in FIGURE 4; 
FIGURE 5 is a series of curves representative of the 
effectiveness of the three types of systems shown sche- 
matically in FIGURES 2, 3 and 4; 
FIGURE 6 is a schematic diagram of the incremental 
motion drive system of the invention and particularly 
illustrative of a lock-in feature of the drive system; and 
FIGU'RES 7 and 8 are curves useful in explaining the 
 pera at ion of the system shown in FIGURE 6 .  
DESCRIPTION OF PRESENTLY PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 
In the Michelson stellar interferometer, shown sche- 
matically in FIGURE 1, light from a distant source A, 
such as from a star, for example, is directed to a beam 
splitter 165. A portion of the light from the beam splitter 
is reflected back to a movable mirror 12, and a second 
portion of the light passes through the beam splitter to a 
fixed mirror 14. The light reflected from the movable 
mirror 12 passes through the beam splitter to a detector 
16, and light reflected from the fixed mirror 14 is re- 
flected by the beam splitter and passes to the detector 16. 
The fixed mirror is shown as being placed a distance 
LF from the optical axis of the instrument, and the mov- 
able mirror is shown as being displaced a distance Lv 
from the optical axis of the incoming light. As the mov- 
able mirror 12 is moved through successive increments 6L, 
different readings are established by the detector 16, as 
indicated by the read-out device 20. 
As is well known in the interferometer art, in order to 
obtain desired measurement readings, it is necessary that 
the movable minor be moved in successively equal incre- 
ments through a selected portion of the spectrum, and 
that measurement readings be taken at the end of each 
increment of movement. The ~uovements of the movable 
mirror must be precise and accurate, and in the micron 
range. 
Usually, a relatively large number of measurements are 
required for spectrum analysis of the incident radiation, 
so that some form of automatic drive system for the 
movable mirror I2 therefore is required. As indicated 
above, one type of drive system developed in the prior 
art, and as shown in FIGURE 2, is a continuous drive 
system wherein measurement readings are taken periodi- 
cally through the spectrum as the movable mirror 12 con- 
tinues to be moved by the drive system. 
In the system of FIGU,RE 2, the movable mirror 12 is 
mounted on a carriage 22, which, in turn, is movable 
along carriage ways 24. An electric motor 26 is me- 
chanically coupled through a gear box 28 to a lead screw 
30. The lead screw passes through the carriage 22. Rota- 
tion of the lead screw causes the carriage 22, and the 
mirror 12, to move along the carriage ways 24 toward 
the beam sp!iiter 16 shown in FIGURE I and, optically, 
toward the fixed mirror 14 so that the dcsired operational 
results for the interferometer nlay be achieved. 
The electric motor 26 may be energized from any ap- 
propriate source t'r~rorrgh a colrlrol Pox 32, for example, 
and its speed may be set by a manual speed control 34, 
for example, to any predetermined fixed level. 
A mirror position sensor 36 is mountcd on the mov- 
able mirror 1%. The sensor provides a control signal 
which is transmitted to the read-out 20 so that measure- 
ment readings may be taken at predetermined positions 
of the mirror, as it moves continnally along its prede- 
termined path of travel. As is well known in the art, the 
sensor 36 produces an output signal which decreases in 
3,501,683 
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amplitude to a nuil each tiale a rrieasurenient position is is derivetl fiorij ti!?; le~&orl t  ZB) and is applied to rainp 
reacilcd, and then increases in aniplitude to a masimuiii genevaior to reset tile ciictiit. 
until the next i~leasure~nen'i position is approachzd. - i h e  otilp'lt of llte ramp generator. 50 is coupled to 
Although for simplicity the sensor 36 is shown as ?!I- control coil, for exampie, of an  elecil~omecha!licaI 
affixed to the movable mirror 12, in practice more pl-e- t1,ansducer 52 of anqJ dezii-ed type. As shown in FIGURE 
cise methods are required which frequently emp.loy fringe ' 4, the transducer is mounted on the carria.ge 22 and 
detection in association with the actual interferometer the ~ilovable mirror 1% is moirnied on the transducer. 
transmission paths. The transducer 52,  in response to a signal applied there- 
A second type of prior art  mechanism for controlling to from the ramp generator 58 has the ability to  move 
the movable mirror 1 2  in the inte,rferometer of FIGURE the position of the mirror 12 relative to  the carriage 22, 
1 is shown in FIGURE 3. In FIGURE 3, components and, for example, in a direction opposite to  the direction 
similar to those shown in FIGURES 1 o r  2 are desig- of continuous movement of the carriage. 
nated by the same numerals. In the implementation of It is reccgnized that the electron~echanical transducer 
FIGURE 3 a servo controlled intermittent incremental may be any one of a selected variety of transducer types. 
motion of the movable mirror is provided, so that the 15 For example, a solenoid type transducer may be used. 
movable mirror may be brought to a stop a t  each SUC- Also a moving coil compliance system such as employed 
cessive measurement position at which measurement read- in a loudspeaker driver, or any other suitable type of 
ings are to be taken. electromechanical transducer may be used. A most de- 
In  the system of FIGURE 3 the position of the mov- sirable arid appropriate form of transducer to be used 
able mirror is shifted snccessively between reading posi- 20 within the drive system as shown in FIGURE 4 would be 
tions. The mirror is allowed to come to rest a t  each posi- a magneiostrictive type of transducer device. The usual 
tion. Thus, it thereby is possible to extend each reading magnetostrictive rod has inherent high rigidity and is 
interval by a significant amount so as to provide for  im- especially suited for maintaining a movable mirror 12, 
proved signal-noise ratios for purposes set forth herein- for txample, precisely in a~ignnlellt at  all times and par- 
above. 25 titularly during the time the mirror is in motion. 
In  the system of FIGURE 3 the motor 26 is con- The ramp generator 50 shown in F IGURE 4 produces 
tmlled by the output of a servo amplifier 40. A signal a signal such as shown in FIGURE 4A. The signal from 
derived from the sensor 36 is applied to the servo the ramp generator is applied to the tvansducer 52. The 
amplifier 40 so ss thereby to cause the motor 26 to stop curve of FIGURE 4B shows the movement (Lv) of 
each time the lnovable mirror 12 reaches a predetermined 30 the movable mirror 1 2  as a function of time. I t  will be 
reading position. seen that as the ramp voltage of FIGTJRE 4A is in- 
After the read-out has been completed by the read- creasing in the negative sense the slope of the ramp signal 
out device 20 aild after a pre-established tiille interval, is equal and opposite to  the slope of the movement of 
a simal derived from the read-out device is applied to the carriage So that the movab!e mirror effectively is 
the servo alnplifier and the motor 26 is caused to 35 stopped relative to the fixed mirror, and for  a predeter- 
be energized so as thereby to move the carriage 22 minedintervalof time. 
and the mirror 1 2  incrementally to  a successive meas- At  the end of any parlicnlar read-out interval the sig- 
ur i~lg  position. The output from the sensor 36 is also nal from the read-out dcvice 20 resets the ramp generator 
applied to the read-out device 20, so that the read-out 50 SO that the I-amp signal quickly returns in a pcsitive 
device thereby may be to make a reading ''I direction tomards the zero axis, as shown in FIGURE 
only when the sensor indicates that the carriage has 4 A  Thm, the movable mirror thereby effectively is 
been moved to one of its predetermined reading positions. caused to be moved in the same direction as the carriage, 
As indicated hereinbefore, the use of the servo con- So that the movable mirror then is moved to the position 
trcilled drive sJfstem shown in FIGURE 3 has certain it "0u:d have reached if it previously had not had its 
adva:~tages over the continuous motion drive system 43 motion reversed, as shown in the curve of FXGURE 4B. 
shewn in FIGURE 2 in that the reading intervals can In this manner, the control of the mirror 12  is snch 
be extended so that a more accurate reading, and one that it can be moved incrementally alor~g the optical axis, 
less susce~tible to noise, may be made. However, as also in increments 6L, and in an  intermittent manner, thus 
previously indicated, the servo type of drive system permitting appropriate read-out readings to be made. 
shown in FlGURE 3 has limitations because of the 50 I t  will be appreciated, therefore, that incremental mo- 
.necessity for  damping, and also because of the prob- tior? is achieved in the system of the invention by having 
lems related to  inertia, mass, hysteresis, mechanical im- two movements a p ~ i i e d  simultaneously to  the movable 
perfections and the like. member 12. The initial drive is a continuous motion im- 
The incremental motion drive system of the present parted to the carriage 22, for example, from the constant 
invention, as shown in the embodiment of FIGURE 4, 6 3  speed motor 26 through the lead screw 30. The secondar~r 
retains the simplicity of the continuous drive systsm drive is that sirppli~d by the transducer 52 which is 
of FIGIJRE 2, for providing a continuous driving motion mounted on the carriage 22. Since the position of the 
for the carriage 22. Of course, other means may be used movable member 12 is dependent upon the combined 
for providing a con!inuous driving n~otion for the carriage. effect of the tvvo movements, it therefore is possible ef- 
Mol-over, the driving speed for the carriage rnay he 60 fectively to hold the meillher 12 stationary, as slloivn 
valied, so long as the opposing slope of the vamp con- by the curve of FIGURE 4E, by driving the me~i?b-r 12 
trolling the movable inenher, lo be described more at the same speed as the carriage, but in an  opposite di- 
fully herein below, is equal and opposite to  the drive rection. 
speed. As indicated hc~einahove, in order to perform the stop- 
In the system slrovin in FIGURE 4, and in accordaci;e 's pinp, ffrnction of the mirror 12 re~jeairdly, it is neceysary 
with the concepts of the invention, the mirror. posifioil that the mirror 12  be re!<tor-ed io its nornlai position rela- 
sensor 36 generates a signal each time the movable tive io the carriage following each read-out interval. Since 
mirror 12  reaches a predetermined measuring position. the maximum motion velocity obtainable: by the trans- 
This signal is applied to a ramp genera!or 50, which ducer 52 is extremely high, as compared with the motion 
may be of any known type, and which is constructed so of the carrisge, the time reqiiiren~znt for restoration of a 
that a ramp signal is generated a t  its ouipul, the ramp nonnal min-or-carriage realtionship is ~legl ig ibl~  in coln- 
signal being initiated upon the receipt of a signal from parison with the total opemting time of the system. 
the sensor 36. The ramp signal continues until a reset Three parameters define the operation of the ramp 
signal indicating that the particular reading is completed 75 generator 50. These parameters are the slope of the ramp, 
3,5( 
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the stzrt time, as conii.cllrc! by the si,qr?al derived from the 
seiisor 36, and the stop time, as controlled by the signal 
dzrived from the read-out 20. The reciprocal relationship 
between the motion of the carriage 22 and the slope of 
the ramp signal from the generator 50 has been noted 
hereinabove. 
The start of the ramp occurs when the mirror 12 
reaches a measurement position as indicated by the sen- 
sor 36. Simultaneously, with the start of the ramp the 
sensor applies a signal to the read-out device 20 so that 
the read-out operation may be initiated. The end of the 
ramp may occur at any time prior to the arrival of the 
carriage at the next successive measurement position. 
The end of the ramp is controlled by the signal from the 
read-out device 20 which indicates the termination of the 
read-out operation. 
An enlarged portion of the mirror motion plot is shown 
in FIGURE 4C, which illustrates the available time for 
the read-out function, as a function of the separation be- 
tween adjacent measurement positions. As illustrated in 
FIGURE 4C, the read-out period must be slight shorter 
than the interval between adjacent measurement reading 
positions, so as to permit a minimum "capture time" and 
a minimum "capture distance." The capture time and cap- 
ture distance, as shown in FIGURE 4C, of course, are 
much less than the corresponding settling times required 
in the servo type of system shown in FIGURE 3. 
The curve of FIGURE 5 shows a colnparison of the 
three types of systems described above. An examination 
of the curve of FIGURE 5 will reveal that the prior art 
continuous motion system of FIGURE 2 requires, for 
example, an extremely short measurement interval Af. 
The servo type system of FIGURE 3 conversely is such 
that the measurement interval can be expanded. How- 
ever, due to the damping, over-travel, over-shoot char- 
teristics of the servo system of FIGURE 3 a relatively 
wide interval is required between s~iccessive measuring 
positions which is not the case with the incremental sys- 
tem of the present invention. 
It will be observed that the system of FIGURE 4, 
which incorporates the concepts of the present invention, 
produces a desired incremental motion of the mirror 12, 
so that the interferometer may make a desired series of 
measurements through a predetermined spectrum. Also, 
the system of FIGURE 4 is essentially simpler than the 
prior art servo system of FIGURE 3, yet the systenl of 
FIGURE 4 permits the mirror to be effectively stopped 
for each measurement. Also, the system of FIGURE 4 
provides for a sufficient length of time for measnrement 
to permit the signal derived at each position to be inte- 
grated over a time interval sufficient to minimize the 
random noise distortion which plays a dominant factor 
in the continuous motion type of prior art interferometer 
system. 
The embodiment of the invention represented by the 
system shown in FIGURE 4 retains the simplicity of the 
prior art continuous motion system shovn in FIGURE 
2, and achieves the stop action of the stervo type of prior 
art system without the attendant problems of inertia, mass, 
damping, hysteresis, and the like. When the concept of 
the present invention is applied to the field of interfero- 
metersj as shown, for examplej schematically in the par- 
ticular embodinlent of FIGURE 4, a desired intermittent 
mirror motion is achieved, providing for pal-licuiarly ac- 
curate and effectively usefui interferometer readings free 
of the attendant problems prevalent in the prior art type 
systems. 
The eleclro-responsive mirror support 52 of the sys- 
tem of FIGURE 4 may take the form of any suitable 
type of electromechanical transducer. For example, a 
solenoid, moving coil driven compliance sjrstein similar to 
those used in loudspealcer drives, piezoelectric devices, 
magnetostrictive devices, or others may be used. As in- 
dicated above a most promising form of the transducer 
element is that of the magnetostrictive device. The inher- 
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ently high rigidity of n?agr!e!ostric:inn devices render 
such a device an ideal element for mailliaining optical 
mirror alignment during the operation of the system. 
Moreover, if desired, the lead screw drive of the carriage 
22 and its corresponding drive elements may be replaced 5 by a magnetostrictive device which acts in conjunction 
with the electro-responsive mirror support 52 to drive 
the mirror 92 through the desired spectrum. 
It will be appreciated that the system of FIGURE 4 
pre-supposes that the motion of the carriage 22, as driven 
by the lead screw 30, will be linear at all times, and that 
the ramp gznerated by the ramp generator 50, likewise, 
will be linear and equal and opposite to the linear motion 
of the carriage itself. 
15 The desired incremental motion of the mirror 12 is 
achieved by applying two simultaneous driving forces to 
the mirror. The primary drive is the continuous motion 
imparted to the carriage 22 by the lead screw 30 which, 
in turn, is driven at a constant speed by the constant speed 
20 motor 26. The secondary drive is supplied by the electro- 
responsive support 52, in response to the ramp from 
the generator 50. 
Since the resultant psition of the mirror 12 with re- 
spect to the detector 16 is the combined effect of the two 
25 drives, it is possible to hold the mirror stationary only 
when the mirror support 52 is driven at the same speed 
as the carriage 2% and in the opposite direction. Also, to 
perform the function repeatedly, it is necessary that the 
mirror 12 be restored to its normal spatial relationship 
30 with the carriage 22 at the end of each of its stopped 
intervals. However, with most of the known types of 
electromechanical transducers the maximun~ velocity ob- 
tainable is extremely high as compared with the speed of 
the carriage 22, so that the time required to  restore the 
35 normal mirror-carriage relationship is a negligible portion 
of the operating time for the system, as shown, for exam- 
ple, in FIGURE 4C. 
The system of FIGURE 6 is generally similar to the 
system of FIGURE 4. However, certain automatic con- 
'40 trols are incorporated into the system of FIGURE 6 so 
that it is capable of compensating for variations in the 
speed of the lead screw 30, and other components of the 
system, without affecting the accuracy of the system. 
The system of FIGURE 6 additionally incorporates 
45 further automatic control to provide a variable speed drive 
for the carriage 22 so that the length of any observation 
period may be adjusted to be no longer than normally 
necessary, thereby increasing the speed and efficiency by 
which a set of readings may be taken. The components 
50 of the system shown in FIGURE 6 which are similar to 
those of FIGURE 4 are indicated by the same numbers. 
The system of FIGURE 6 includes an amplifier 60 
which is designated a "lock amplifier," and which may be 
any suitable type of phase sensitive power amplifier. As 
55 the mirror I f  approaches a position at which a measure- 
ment is to be made the output of the mirror position 
sensor 36,  previous!^ indicated as being well known in 
the art, drops to a null value. Any tendency for the mirror 
to advance beyond the null point causes the sensor to gen- 
60 erate a signal of increasing amplitude. This signal is am- 
plified by the lock amplifier 60, and the signal generates 
an  equa! and opposite signal in the coil of the electro- 
responsive mirror support 52. 
The signal gericrated by the amplifier 60 is shown in 
6.5 FIGURE 7. I t  will be r:ppreciated that regardless of any 
slight variations in the speed of the carriage 2%: any 
tendency of the carriage to be driven beyond a null point, 
as dcsi_c:lated 1151 the sensor 36, causes thi: lock amplifier 
60 to apply a signal to the mirror support 52 of the exact 
70 slope to compensate for the forward motion tendency of 
the carriage 22 and to hold the mirror 12 in an effectively 
stopped position with respect lo the detector 16. 
Th:: time required to make a precise measurement at 
any particular mirror position in the spectrum deperds 
75 upon the amount of light available from the source being 
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nleirsured. For example, if the light avaiiabie is at a ri-La- Wiiat is claimed is: 
tively high intensity, the measrrrement interval can bc 1. A drive system including: a carriage; a first drive 
relatively short without 10hii:g the signal in the back- means coupled to said carirage for driving said carriage 
ground noise. Conversely, when the intensity of light from along a predetermined path; a driven member, said driven 
the source is relatively low the interval must be greater so member being mounted with respect to said carriage so 
thzt appropriate integration of the signal over the meas- as to be driven therewith; compliant electro-responsive 
urenlent interval can be made to distinguish it from the means coupled to said driven member; and electrical con- 
random noise. trol circuit means responsive to the position and velocity 
The system of FIGURE 6 automatically adjusts the of said carriage and electrically coupled to said electro- 
speed of the motor, designated 26a, so that the measure- responsive means for introducing an electrical output 
meilt intervals will be long enough, but no longer, than signal thereto effectively to move said driven member 
that required to make a proper measurement, as deter- with respect to said carriage to control the velocity of said 
mined by the intensity of light available from the source driven member. 
under measurement. Thus, the mirror will he driven 2. The drive system defined in claim 1 in which said 
throughout the entire measurement interval at the maxi- 15 electro-responsive means moves said driven member along 
mum efficient speed for any measurement interval. said predetermined path in a direction opposite to the 
A total energy detector 62 is included in the system direction of movement of said carriage SO as thereby 
shown in FIGURE 6.  Total energy detectors are well effectively to stop the movement of said driven member. 
known to the interferometer art and as is well known in 3. The drive system defined in claim 1 in which said 
the art they measure the total energy available from the 20 first drive means imparts continuous motion to said car- 
energy source being measured. The output from the total riage, and in which said electro-responsive means drives 
energy detector is applied to an integrator 64 which may said driven member at an equal and opo~site rate to said 
be of any construction. The integration cycle in the carriage during preselected periods for resultant incre- 
integrator 64 is not commenced until a null signal is mental movement of said driven member. 
derived from the mirror sensor 36 thereby designating 25 4. The drive system defined in claim 1 and which in- 
that a measurement position has been reached. cludes a sensor coupled to said driven member for pro- 
It will be appreciated that the rate at which the inte- ducing an electrical control signal indicating when said 
grated output from the integrator 64 reaches a predeter- driven member has reached a pre-established position, 
mined amplitude thereshold, subsequent to the start of and in which said control circuit means is coupled to said 
any particular integration cycle by the signal from the 30 sensor and is responsive to said control signal for pro- 
sensor 36, depends upon the amplitude level of the output ducing said output signal. 
from the total energy detector 62. 5. The drive system defined in claim 4 in which said 
A threshold detector 66, which may be in the form of control circuit means includes a ramp generator for gen- 
a Schmitt trigger, for example, is coupled to the OutPLIt of erating said output signal, said output signal being in the 
the integrator 64. A pulse output is derived from the 35 form of a ramp signal initiated in response to said control 
Schmitt trigger whenever the output from the integrator signal but having a slope independent of said control 
64 exceeds the predetermined threshold. The circuit de- signal. 
scribed above provides that the Schmitt trigger 66 will 6. The drive system defined in claim 4 in which said 
develop a pulse output a t  a predetermined interval after control circuit means includes an amplifier for generating 
a measurement position has been reached, the length of 40 said output signal, said output signal having a waveform 
t h ~ ,  interval being determined by the energy intensity dependent upon said control signal. 
from the source being measured. 4 .  The drive system defined in claim 1 in which said 
The pulse output from the threshold detector 66 is first drive means includes a lead screw and an electric 
applied to the lock amplifier 60 where it is utilized by drive motor driving szid lead screw. 
any appropriate known circut so as to quickly reduce q5 8. The drive system defined in claim 7 in which said 
the output of the lock amplifier 68 back to the reference drive motor drives said lead screw at a constant speed. 
level. It is understood, for example, that pulses from the 9. The drive system defined in claim 1 in which said 
threshold detector 66 are applied to the lock amplifier 60 first drive means includes an electric drive motor, and 
at ~ o i n t s  0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,  6 ,  7, 8, 9, 10 in the curve of which includes further circuit means for controlling the 
FIGURE 7. 50 speed of said drive motor. 
The output from the Schmitt trigger threshold detector 10. The drive system defined in claim 1 in which said 
66 is also applied to a motor speed control integrator $8, driven member includes a radiation detector means for 
so that the speed of the motor 26a is determined by the detecting radiation from a source distant from said de- 
repetition rate of the pulses from the threshold detector, tector means and which further includes a sensor cou- 
It will be appreciated that the higher the intensity of radia- 55 pled :o said radiation directing means for producing an 
tion from the source being measured, the higher the pulse electrical control signal indicating when said radiatioll 
repetition rate from the Schmitt trigger threshold detector directing means has reached a pre-established position, 
66, and, therefore, the higher the speed of the motor 260, and in which said control circuit means is coupled to 
as shown by the curve of FIGURE 8. In this way, the said sznsor and includes an amplifier for generating said 
speed of the motor 260 is increased or decreased, de- 60 ou:pul signal in response to the control signal. 
pending upon the intensity from the source being meas- 11. The drive system defined in claim BO and which 
used, so that optimum speed for proper ineasurements includes radiation intensity responsive means responsive 
is maintained at a11 times. to said radiation detector means for gecerating a further It is to be understood that although the improved in- 
crernentaI system of invention is and electrical sig~i:il having an nrnpiitiitle dependent upon the 
described herein as in art ,  65 inic::sity of ihe radiation fr.01~1 said source; and integrat- 
this drive system has general wherever ef- ing circuit meai?s couplcd io said i.atijation intensity 
fectively precise incremental control of a driven melnber respoi~sive irieails for applying a cut-off signal to said 
is desired. amplifier a predetermined time interval after said radia- 
~t is appreciated, of course, that while particular em- tion directing means has reached said predetermined 
bodiments of the invention have been shown and de- 'O position as deteimined by the amplitude of said signal 
scribed, modifications may be made. It is intended that from said radiation intensity responsive means. 
the following claims cover all such modifications as fall 12. The drive system defined in claim 10 and which 
within the permissible range of equivalents in accordance includes radiation intensity responsive means responsive 
with the scope and spirit of the invention. 75 to said radiation detector means for generating a further 
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~fcctrical  signal llaving an amplitude ci:pend_ni lipon tI:e References Cited 
intensily of radiation from said soui'ce; and which in- 
cl~tdes further circuit means coupled to said first drive UNITED STATES PATENTS 
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for controlling the speed of said carriage in accordance 3,188,546 6/1965 Dawkins ----------- 318-286 
with the amplitude of said signal from said radiation 
intensity responsive means. BENJAMIN DOBECIC, Primary Examiner 
13. The drive system defined in claim 12 in which 
said first drive means includes a lead screw and an elec- U.S. C1. X.R. 
tric drive motor for said screw. 318-38 
